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Main point

• The local operators and their correlation functions do 
not uniquely specify a quantum field theory (not 
original).

• We need additional information:
– line, surface (and even higher dimension) operators– line, surface (and even higher dimension) operators
– behavior on non-trivial topology (the lines, surfaces, 

etc. create topology)

• Studying these line operators leads to new insights 
about the dynamics (phases) and electric/magnetic 
duality.
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More concretely
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The theory has a continuous space of vacua with two 
singular points with additional massless particles… 

Monopole with
magnetic charge one

Dyon with magnetic 
charge one and electric 
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magnetic charge one
and no electric charge

charge one and electric 
charge one
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N=4 S-duality

This example is typical (all simple gauge groups 
were analyzed).
• New theories – not merely extending the 

range of ϴrange of ϴ
• New weak coupling limits (or new theories in 

known weak coupling limits)
• New orbits of the modular group
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Analogy with 2d orbifolds
2d orbifolds

• Keep only invariant 
operators

• Add twisted sector 
operators – restricted by 

4d gauge theories
• Keep only Wilson lines of 

representations of the group
• Add ‘t Hooft lines –

restricted by mutual locality operators – restricted by 
mutual locality

• Demand completeness –
modular invariance

• Different choices of twisted 
operators – discrete torsion

restricted by mutual locality 
(Dirac quantization)

• Demand completeness –
modular invariance

• Different choices of ‘t Hooft 
lines – new theories

Both are associated with a discrete gauge symmetry.



A Euclidean path integral description
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Restricting the range of ϴ [NS 2010]
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Conclusions
• The global part of the gauge group is essential in 

defining the theory.

• In addition, there are different choices of line 
operators.

• Using these operators as order parameters, we find • Using these operators as order parameters, we find 
new information about the phase diagram.

• New results about duality in theories with various 
amounts of supersymmetry. 
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Conclusions

• The choice of lines is related to a new discrete ϴ-like 
parameter.

• Coupling to other topological theories, we can even 
change the rules about the standard ϴ-angle. change the rules about the standard ϴ-angle. 

• More generally, new nontrivial phenomena by 
coupling a gauge theory to a topological field theory.
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